A. MINUTES: March 26, 2019

B. SITE VISITS:

1. 10 Greenwing Teal/5967/Page - Site visit for new SFR. (11 Greenwing Teal)

2. 114 Heritage Woods II/5966/Tower - Site visit for new SFR for conceptual review. (24 Wagon Rd)

C. NEW APPLICATIONS:

3. 52 N. Calibogue Cay/5887A/Allhusen - Addition on left side. (38 N. Calibogue Cay)

4. 7 Greenwing Teal/325/Adams - Concept for additions and alterations. (12 Greenwing Teal)

D. PREVIOUSLY REVIEWED APPLICATIONS:

5. 128 Governors Road/na/Zimmerman - Revised plans for concept for carport addition. (21 Water Oak Dr)

6. 4 Club Course Drive/4329B/Murphree - Revised plans for additions and alterations. 31 Club Course Dr)

7. 7 Lawton Woods/3801A/Blankenship - Enclose screened porch and new driveway. (10 Rice Lane)

8. 17 Canvasback/567D/Kilberg - Revised plans for additions and alterations. (22 Canvasback Rd)

9. 2049 Sealoft2049SEL/Buckheit - Enclose two lower sections and change hardrails. (2049 Deer Island Rd)

10. 93 Governors Road/3465A/Bearden - Add bath on second floor and expand deck. (103 Governors Rd)
E. LANDSCAPE FINAL:

11. 7 Green Heron/5936/Moss - Landscape final for this new SFR. Also revised pool plan for review. (6 Green Heron)